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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is about an experiment.  It’s in its 2nd year, and it has led me to some interesting discoveries.  Two years ago I was given 5 hours a week to explore the GIS needs of the Engineering and Science communities at MIT.  After the first year I had discovered that it’s very hard to become a GIS expert in 5 hours/week, and for me it was impossible.Initially it seemed like I was trying to offer a service to people who were getting what they needed elsewhere.  I wondered how I could become a useful part of a service model that was already in place.  I grappled with the question:  What do I have to offer that will enhance the service?  At MIT technical expertise was already available.  However, time is valuable to those with technical expertise, and I found that the two people already serving the GIS users at MIT were really happy to have someone interested in hanging around trying to learn how to use this specialized software.As I began working with them I wondered, “With what level of expertise will I feel comfortable fielding questions?  How long should I struggle before referring the question to the overworked expert?  Is this worth the effort?”During the 2nd year of my experiment I made great strides in learning how to use the software by shadowing Daniel Sheehan, the GIS expert from IS&T in the GIS Lab for 3 hours/week.  This made me much more efficient with my allotted time.  I also attended his class taught to the Civil Engineering Graduate students, and prepared and taught two classes using GIS software.This made a huge difference in my exposure to scientists and engineers using GIS, and it gave me a boost in my ability to communicate with them about their projects.  But I also learned a lot about how to provide service in a relatively new technology.
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Engineers and Scientists using GIS 
at MIT

• Aeronautics & Astronautics

• Civil and Environmental 
Engineering 

• Earth, Atmospheric and 
Planetary Sciences

• Chemical Engineering

• Computer Science

• Materials Science & Engineering

• Electrical Engineering

• Urban Studies & Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason GIS services are provided at MIT is that there was a lot of activity on campus in the 90’s with this software, and users asked for help.Departments I know are using GIS, Some Projects at MIT:Aero-Astro, a group that is working on Airport planning, is using data like this noise contour map of Logan Airport in Boston, along with census and environmental data to understand the effects of noise and chemical pollution on people who live around airports.Civil and Environmental Engineering – are using GIS in Environmental Modeling, Groundwater and Surface Water Modeling, Land/Atmosphere Interactions and Transportation Systems Analysis (using topography, imagery, remote sensing, and transportation data).Earth Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences – are studying the interaction of climate, tectonics, and surface processes in the sculpting of the Earth's surface; mechanics of river incision into bedrock; dynamics of channel and sedimentation processes on alluvial fans using GIS (Using lots of remote sensing data, but also topography, geologic data)Chemical Engineering faculty member uses GIS in environmental modeling to tie information about pollution to the geography of an area. Items of interest include the locations of emissions sources, measurement stations, and population centers, and the terrain of the area.Electrical Engineering and Computer Science – researchers are hoping, eventually, to achieve geo-referenced robotic mapping of urban environments.  They have also created an indoor location system because they can’t depend on the satellites that we use outdoors with our gps units. And teach computers to think about maps the way people do.Materials Science & Engineering – Life cycle studies showing a global view where copper is mined, where it is processed, who buys it.Urban Studies & Planning – department, researchers use GIS in projects that include City Design, Environmental Policy, and Housing, Community, and Economic Development.
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Runoff Modeling in Kuwait

Civil Engineers and GIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map was created by a graduate student who used GIS to model a large watershed in northern Kuwait in order to determine the feasibility of a rainfall harvesting system in this area.  This image shows the watershed outline along with 5 sub-basins and the discrete stream and plane elements she used to model runoff production and routing.  A DEM and layers of soil type and land-use data were combined to determine the relevant characteristics of each element.  The properties of each element were then used to run a numerical model to simulate the watershed’s response to various storm events.  She also used GIS to determine the area-volume relationship for a depression located in the northeast corner of the watershed (that the streams drain into) and for reservoirs that would be created by damming each of the 5 major streams at the designated sub-basin outlets. The biggest issue was that the infiltration rate is very high in the sandy desert soil, so not much runoff even makes it to the streams exceptin very severe storms.  Though the reason they're interested in rainfall harvesting is that when water does reach the depression area it generally ponds there and a lot of water evaporates before it infiltrates to the groundwater - also a lot probably evaporates from the soil, but not enough research has been done to really know about that.
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Electrical Engineers and Computer 
Scientists and GIS

MIT City Scanning Project

Cricket: an indoor location 
system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 4 & 5 (in case the movie doesn’t work):For the CITY SCANNING PROJECT, from the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab, researchers created a pose-camera on a wheelchair-sized mobile platform with a high-resolution color digital camera that takes georeferenced photos. The platform also includes instrumentation to maintain estimates of global positioning (GPS). And, an on-board power source and PC provide power and control to all of the devices, and disk and tape drives store digital image, position, heading and time data.Another project acknowledges that the typical gps system doesn’t work indoors.  Cricket provides fine-grained location information--- position coordinates, and orientation---to applications running on handhelds, laptops, and sensor nodes. Here’s a movie of someone using this system.
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Computer Scientists, Electrical 
Engineers and GIS

MIT City Scanning Project

Cricket: an 
indoor 

location 
system
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iSPOTS 
How Wireless Technology is Changing Life on the 

MIT Campus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MIT has one of the most pervasive wireless Internet networks on earth, which includes over 2,800 access points.��The iSPOTS project from the MIT Media Lab aims at describing changes in living and working at MIT by mapping the dynamics of the wireless network in real-time. Individual movement patterns that make up the daily life of the campus can be revealed, helping TO answer many questions: Which physical spaces are preferred for work in the MIT community? How could future physical planning of the campus suit the community's changing needs? Which location-based services would be most helpful for students and academics? ��Also, as many cities around the world are launching extensive wireless initiatives, this analysis of the MIT environment could provide valuable insights for the future. 
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Evolving Model of GIS Services
1999 IS&T creates full time Spatial Data Specialist position
2001 MIT Libraries creates a full time GIS position

MIT GIS Lab opens in Architecture & Planning Library
2002 MIT Libraries establish collections budget

MIT Geodata Repository and search tool created
2004 Civil and Environmental Engineering Librarian becomes 

involved with GIS services 
GIS/Data computer set up in Dewey Library

2005 MIT GIS Lab remodeled to accommodate more computers, 
group  workspace, demonstrations and small classes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because of all this GIS use on the MIT campus, a model for providing GIS services to the Community began to evolve.This is a chronology of some big steps that were taken to create a unified place for GIS users on campus.It’s important to note that Information Systems and Technology is a completely different department from the Libraries at MIT.  But a partnership was formed early in this model’s evolution to create the GIS Lab in the Libraries.
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The Face of GIS Services at MIT

Partnership:  IS&T and Libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is how the model looks today.Having the library house the GIS lab makes sense because the library is already a central public place that supports campus wide sharing.  Libraries on all of our campuses provide a place for people to work together, and for collections to live.  Libraries are very good at developing collections.Having a core group of people with different backgrounds enriches the service, because we all learn from each other.Lisa Sweeney, who took this picture, is Head of GIS Services in the Libraries.  She has a high degree of technical expertise with the software and broad and deep knowledge of data sources.  She provides great user and instruction support.Daniel Sheehan, GIS Specialist from IS&T loves to write code, and because of this provides important and specific user and instruction support.GIS Liaison for the Engineering & Science Libraries can offer subject and searching expertise, a link to the rest of the Libraries staff, and a basic level of user and instruction support.
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Many people make the model run.
– GIS Specialist from IS&T
– GIS Specialist from the Libraries
– IS&T software licensing and maintenance staff
– IS&T server & server software maintenance staff
– Digital Resources Acquisitions Librarian 
– Monograph Acquisitions Librarian
– Cataloging Librarian
– Local Technology Expert from the Library
– Student Assistants
– GIS Liaison for the Engineering & Science Libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But there are so many people involved from both IS&T and the Libraries in providing these services!Staff from the Information Systems and Technology Department work to license, maintain and distribute GIS software, and they maintain the server that houses the MIT Geodata Repository. The Digital Resources Acquisitions Librarian is deeply involved with data licensing negotiations.The Monograph Acquisitions Librarian wrote procedures for ordering, receiving and cataloging GIS data.A cataloging librarian works with the GIS specialist to catalog geospatial data so that users can find it in the Library.The Local Technology Expert from the Library that houses the GIS Lab maintains the computers, scanner and printerStudents help sporadically with various projects.
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GIS Services at MIT

gishelp@mit.edu
Staffed by:

– GIS Specialist from the Libraries
– GIS Specialist from IS&T
– GIS Liaison for the Engineering & Science 

Libraries
– Data Services Librarian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is also a centralized help email address, managed by the core group, and theData Services Librarian who connects users to social science data.

mailto:gishelp@mit.edu
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GIS Services at MIT
Hardware in the GIS Lab:

– 6 Windows Machines
(one has census 

software)

– Flatbed Scanner
17” X 12”

– Color Printer
13” x 19”

5 GPS units

Pocket PCs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GIS Lab holds equipment purchased mostly by IS&T, with one of the 6 computers purchased by the MIT Libraries. They are housed in the Library, supported by the Local Technology Expert from the Library.The GPS units were added to the Libraries collection last year, and are circulated just like books.  They traveled to Ghana and Central America this past January.[3 Garmin Etrex Venture, 2 Garmin Etrex Vistas]Pocket PC's with GPS cards and ArcPad (mobile GIS software) provide users in the field with the ability to capture, analyze, and display geographic information in near real time.
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Core skills for GIS Lab help staff
• Geography concepts

– Projections, coordinate systems, map scales
• Hydrologyy concepts

– Flow into and out of a raster square
• GIS Software

– Adding data, symbolizing, main toolbar 
functions, defining projection of data

• MIT specific GIS knowledge
– Where is the data?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A list of core competencies was created to help me and other staff who were working in the GIS lab.Some of the complex topics involved with Geographic Information Systems include Geography concepts like how maps are projected.There are also hydrology concepts like calculating the flow of water across an image of a hillside.And that’s not even part of the steep learning curve associated with this specialized software.  It’s also important to know where data is stored, because it may be in the networked geospatial data repository, or on a CD/DVD in the library, or on someone’s hard drive in a research lab… 
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Instruction
• During the semester (1 hour during lunch), 

during January term (3 hour workshops)
– Introduction to ArcGIS
– Working with Map Projections in ArcGIS
– Working with Digital Elevation Models
– Site Selection - Making Spatial Decisions Using a GIS
– Working with US Census data in a GIS

• During the semester CEE students are offered a 
series of 7 workshops (3 hours, once a week)

• Ideas for new workshops:
– Adding your own data to a GIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the workshops we teach.  These classes are all taught using ArcGIS from ESRI because we have a site license, and it’s what most people are asking about, although several other GIS software packages are used on campus.Instruction accomplishes marketing and outreach as well as teaching skills to potential users.
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Other models for delivery of GIS 
services

Subject specialist?
– Outreach
– Collections
– Reference
– Instruction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve just shown you the way the Model for delivery of GIS Services has evolved at MIT.I know this model won’t work for all of you, but some of the elements might.  It’s different from the subject specialist model most of us work with.As subject specialists, we engage in:Outreach – meeting and working with faculty and studentsCollections – data acquisition, cataloging and storage, instrumentation (GPS units as part of the collection)Reference – data discovery, software support in the GIS LabInstruction – teaching GIS concepts and software to students and facultyThe subject specialist model doesn’t work well for a centralized GIS service because GIS is used by so many disciplines.  A model that includes GIS experts is essential if you’re attempting valuable service.  GIS experts can provide subject specialists with more knowledge of the potential use of GIS within the departments they support, and  GIS experts can learn from subject specialists about specific departments if a good line of communication is opened.When I say GIS experts, I mean people who are trained to understand the concepts and software that embody Geographic Information Systems, who may or may not be librarians.Many academic institutions are working on creating their own models, and I’d love to hear about how your institution is handling it.
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Discoveries

• GIS exposes the user to complex 
concepts and software.

• Engineers and Scientists need social, 
political and economic data too.

• Engineers and Scientists use GIS with 
other software packages.

• Providing access to geospatial data is 
complicated.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of my discoveries.GIS concepts and software are complex.  And GIS is not just non-intuitive software.  Who is teaching those complicated geography concepts on your campus?  It may be up to the GIS experts, if there is no geography department at your school.  People come into the GIS Lab without any of this essential knowledge.The systems approach to engineering and science, which has become a major part of the curriculum, includes the social, political and economic aspects of a system – users need data to support this too.GIS software is used to display output from other engineering models or software packages like MatLab, Groundwater and Surface water models, transportation and environmental systems models.As our model for GIS service evolves, more and more people are becoming involved in providing the service, and this is changing the roles of several people in the Libraries and IS&T.  We have had small breakthroughs in communication recently.  The Libraries’ GIS specialist and I presented information to the engineering and science librarians about what the people in their departments are doing with GIS, so that they are better informed and can refer questions with more knowledge.  Also, the GIS specialist now attends the bimonthly meeting of the Engineering and Science Librarians to become more informed about the workings of the library.I learned to:  Make the time to work with the software on a weekly basis.  Consistent interaction teaches well.The more involved you are with users, the easier it becomes, and the more valuable you will be.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I feel like my experiment was very successful because I’ve become a part of the team that delivers GIS Services at MIT.  I was able to do this, for the most part, by devoting just 5 hours per week of my time to this aspect of my job.I think some of these ideas are transferable, and I hope some of you are thinking about how you can get involved with GIS services.If you are thinking about it, what is your motivation?  Is it interest, a mandate from above, or an undeniable demand from users?  How much time are you given to pursue this?  And how is your library presently dealing with digital material?I’d love to hear your thoughts whether or not this is a role you’d like to try.
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